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1. Highlights 

 In MYR terms, the Fund declined by 5.93% over the month, underperforming the benchmark which 
returned 7.09%. 

 The Straits Times Index rose in January, outpacing the FTSE Asia Pacific Index which returned 2.70% in SGD 
terms. In Singapore, sentiment was bolstered by better than expected economic data. Within the region, 
markets also reacted positively on expectations of higher infrastructure spend and lower taxes from a 
Trump presidency, although this was offset by uncertainty surrounding US immigration and trade policies. 
Within the STI, General Industrials and Real Estate Investment & Services sectors were the best-performing, 
whereas Media and Industrial Engineering were among the laggards.  

 We believe that growth will continue to be modest in 2017 and remain watchful of rising US treasury yields 
as well as new trade barriers by Mr. Trump, which could negatively impact trade-dependent economies like 
Singapore. However, we continue to be optimistic about New Singapore sectors, particularly in logistics, 
healthcare, tourism, data centres and technology. With a weaker SGD outlook, exporters and USD earners, 
especially certain technology stocks, look increasingly attractive. We remain convinced about investing in 
stocks which pay a steady and attractive dividend yield, including selected names in the real estate, 
consumer, tech and industrial sectors.   
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2. Fund Performance Review 

Performance (% change, MYR)  3 Months 6 Months 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years  Since Inception

Singapore Dividend Equity Fund (Net 
of fees) 

10.43  10.54 N/A N/A N/A  19.77

Singapore Dividend Equity Fund (Net 
of fees and charges1) 

4.90  5.02 N/A N/A N/A  13.78

Benchmark (STI Index)  12.95  10.18 N/A N/A N/A  15.42

Source: © 2017 Morningstar & Nikko Asset Management Asia Limited as of 31 January 2017. All returns are calculated on a NAV-
NAV basis and assuming all dividends and distributions are re-invested if any. Returns for period in excess of 1 year are 
annualised. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. 
Inception date: 29 March 2016 
1 Takes into account maximum initial sales charge and realisation charge where applicable.
 

The Fund underperformed the benchmark in January 
The Fund underperformed its benchmark by 1.16% in the month of January. Our overweights in Venture Corporation and 
Health Management International, and underweight in Global Logistic Properties detracted the most from relative performance. 
Our underweights in Singapore Press Holdings, ComfortDelgro and Hutchison Port Holdings added the most. 
 

3. Market Review 

The Straits Times Index (STI) gained 5.76% in January 
The Straits Times Index rose in January, outpacing the FTSE Asia Pacific Index which returned 2.70% in SGD terms. In Singapore, 
sentiment was bolstered by better than expected GDP and consumer price data. At the same time, expectations of higher 
infrastructure spend and lower taxes in the US as a result of Donald Trump's presidency lifted Asian stocks shortly after his 
inauguration. However gains were curbed towards the end of the month amid heightened uncertainty surrounding Trump's 
immigration and trade policies. Within the STI, General Industrials and Real Estate Investment & Services were the best-
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performing, with gains of 9.60% and 9.51% respectively. On the other hand, Media and Industrial Engineering were among the 
laggards, registering falls of -2.27% and -1.23% respectively. Of the 30 component stocks in the index, Global Logistic Properties 
and City Developments were the top performers, while Hutchison Port Holdings Trust and ComfortDelGro declined the most. 

Advance estimates revealed Singapore economy expanded 1.8% YoY in the fourth quarter 
The Singapore economy expanded by a higher than expected 1.8% year-on-year (YoY) in the last quarter of 2016, with third-
quarter growth revised slightly higher to 1.2% from 1.1%. The upside surprise in fourth-quarter growth was due mainly to 
expansion in the services sector, although the manufacturing sector also outperformed. These offset the contraction in the 
construction sector. The advance estimates point to a full-year 2016 GDP growth of 1.8%, above the government's forecast of 
1.0-1.5%. 

Headline inflation rose in December 
Consumer prices in Singapore rose 0.2% YoY in December, following a flat reading in the previous month. The rise was 
prompted mainly by "private road transport" costs, as petrol prices and car park charges edged higher. Meanwhile, core 
inflation, which excludes private transport and accommodation costs, dipped lower to 1.2% from 1.3% in December. These 
readings translate to a full-year 2016 headline inflation of -0.5%, (unchanged from 2015), and a full-year core inflation reading of 
0.9% (from 0.5% in 2015). 

Another strong Non-oil Domestic Exports (NODX) reading; manufacturing output surged 21.3% 

Singapore NODX registered another strong reading in December. Exports surged 9.4% YoY – its second consecutive month 
registering above forecasts. Electronic shipments rose 5.7% in the period, while pharmaceutical exports jumped 7.3%. Notably, 
shipments of petrochemicals surged 28.5%. By destination, exports to China increased by 40%, while those to the US dropped 
17%. Similarly, manufacturing output in December surged ahead of expectations, jumping 21.3% YoY. Even after excluding the 
contribution from biomedical manufacturing – which tends to be volatile – output still recorded a robust 16.1% growth, backed 
by an almost 50% increase in output from the key electronics cluster. 

 

4. Market Outlook and Strategy 
Continue to see alpha opportunities in New Singapore sectors 
Singapore’s economic momentum appears to have improved in 4Q16, following a poor report card from 3Q16. We believe that 
economic growth will continue to be modest in 2017, which drives our focus on alpha opportunities. Our stock selection 
strategy for 2017 in Singapore continues from our previous work in 2016. We remain upbeat on the New Singapore sectors, 
particularly in logistics, healthcare, tourism, data centers and technology. With a weaker outlook for the SGD, exporters and USD 
earners look increasingly attractive, especially in selected technology stocks. We continue to be positive on opportunities arising 
from corporate restructuring, as companies embodying the Old Singapore grapples with continued cyclical and structural 
headwinds. We also remain invested in selected high-dividend stocks, with a preference for names which offer a sustainable 
growth proposition. 

We remain watchful of US 10-year treasury yields, which have risen to above 2% from about 1.5% following the US Presidential 
Elections. Singapore banks are beneficiaries of higher interest rates, offset by potentially greater stress on borrowers. While 
Singapore REITs would normally be under pressure from higher rates, we believe that downside is limited as valuations are close 
to the trough seen following the taper tantrum of 2013. Investors are also concerned about Mr. Trump’s protectionist stance on 
global trade, as this will negatively impact the trade-dependent economies like Singapore. While we are watchful of any new 
trade barriers, well-established supply chain networks in Asia will not be easy to undo, and not without a significant rise in 
manufacturing costs. Hence, we would not be surprised if Mr. Trump’s trade policies prove to be less protectionist in practice 
than his campaign rhetoric. 

We remain convinced about investing in high dividend stocks despite the recent rise in 10-year government bond yields in 
Singapore and the US. As such, the Fund remains anchored in stocks which pay a steady and attractive dividend yield, including 
selected names in the real estate, consumer, tech and industrial sectors. We also continue to hold carefully selected positions in 
overseas names, where the companies meet our strict quality criteria, and also offer a healthy dividend yield. Currently, the Fund 
only has exposures in Hong Kong. 
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Important Information 
 
For Malaysia Investors 
The Nikko AM Shenton Horizon Investment Funds - Singapore Dividend Equity Fund (the “fund”) is passported under the ASEAN 
Collective Investment Schemes Framework in Malaysia. 
 
The materials produced herein are specific to its use and specific to a target audience. The information contained in this material 
has been obtained from various sources including but not limited to those contained in the public domain. The information 
contained in the material including but not limited to opinions, analysis, forecasts, projections and expectations (collectively 
known as “Opinions”) are merely an expression of belief. Although care has been taken to collate and compile the information 
and/ or opinion contained in this material, no warranty and/ or representation, be it expressed or implied, is made that the 
information used is accurate, complete, fact-checked, true, valid and/ or free of errors. Information and Opinions contained herein 
are published for recipients’ reference and illustration only. As with any forms of financial products, the financial product (i.e. the 
fund) mentioned herein (if any) carries with it various risks. Although attempts have been made to disclose all possible risks 
involved, the financial product may still be subject to inherent risk that may arise beyond our reasonable contemplation. This 
financial product may be wholly unsuited for you, if you are adverse to the risk arising out of and/ or in connection with the 
financial product. This presentation is not, and should not be construed as, an offer document or an offer or solicitation to buy or 
sell any investments. 
 
Warning Statement 
A Product Highlights Sheet (PHS) is available for the fund and investors have the right to request for a copy of it. Investors are 
advised to read and understand the contents of the PHS and the prospectus containing information about the fund before 
investing. The prospectus has been registered and lodged, and the PHS has also been lodged, with the Securities Commission 
Malaysia, who takes no responsibility for its contents. A copy of the PHS and the prospectus can be obtained at the Malaysian 
Representative of the fund, Affin Hwang Asset Management Berhad’s sales office, or from the fund’s registered distributors. Units 
will only be issued upon receipt of an application form referred to in and accompanying the PHS and the prospectus. There are 
fees and charges involved when investing in the funds. Potential investors are advised to consider the fees and charges carefully 
before investing into the fund. The price of units and distribution payable, if any, may go down as well as up and past 
performance of the fund should not be taken as indicative of its future performance. Where applicable, if you plan to purchase 
units of the fund via loan financing, you are advised to read and understand the contents of the “Unit Trust Loan Financing 
Disclosure Statement” in the prospectus before deciding to borrow to purchase its units. 
 
  

 


